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Goals 

Participants will: 
1. Compare and contrast content knowledge and 

pedagogical preparation of teachers of 
mathematics in several countries; 

2. Examine strengths and weaknesses of the 
preparation of mathematics teachers in several 
countries; and 

3. Discuss implications for teacher preparation in 
North America. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description of PresentationLearn about teacher preparation practices across the Pacific Rim with a focus on Asian nations. Examine content knowledge preparation as well as pedagogical knowledge preparation and discuss what sort of knowledge is needed to enter the K-12 classroom well-prepared to help all students meet high standards including those of the Common Core.



Common Challenges 
1. Elementary teachers' content knowledge. 

o Must develop deeper understanding. 
o “If you want to give the students 1 cup of water, you must have a 

bucket of water.”  (Niamh Meara, Ireland) 

2. How to make mathematics learning more about 
reasoning and sense making and less about rote 
memorization. 

3. Countries with skill-based high-stakes 
assessments see more "traditional" teaching, 
especially in secondary classrooms. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pertinent to #2:Japan national curriculum reform requires students learn to "think and express" their reasoning.Current reforms in China want to have teacher as partner in students' learning - group work, discussion, student-centered. Since 1980 had just 2 "basics" (basic knowledge, basic skills) but recently added 2 more basics (mathematical thinking, mathematical activities/experiences).  Several of the highest performing PISA & TIMMS countries’ math educators said they are trying to move towards a western student centered  classroom because although their countries lead in test taking, the west leads in innovation, creativity, etc while their countries take our ideas and make them more efficient, cost productive, smaller, etc.Pertinent to #3Taiwan high school teachers see their role as preparing students for college entrance exams, so they pay little attention to learning theory and efforts to promote inquiry learning. They often don't use the adopted textbooks, which emphasize reasoning and sensemaking and instead rely on traditional methods of teaching procedural knowledge. The situation is similar in Japan and Germany.



Mathematical Preparation 

• Collaboration among clinical and research faculty is 
productive. • PSTs benefit from opportunities to learn 
elementary content in greater depth and 
complexity. • PSTs need better training with communicating 
mathematical reasoning and understanding. • PSTs need to learn to leverage current technology, 
both content-specific and content-neutral. • Content courses for PSTs are most effective when 
their instruction models effective pedagogy. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about the ICME Discussion Group “Mathematics Teacher Educators’ Knowledge for Teaching” and the need to better train COE faculty in mathematical content, and to train mathematics content professors in pedagogy.Better collaboration is needed among IHE faculty who prepare mathematics teachers, and in-service teacher professional development trainers.Highest performing countries require much more math content for elementary teachers than US in which many elem. programs only require 1 math content course.Some high performing TIMSS/PISA countries have specialized content teachers for every grade and the elementary teachers move classrooms so the students stay in the same room most of the day.



Mathematical Preparation 
Examples 
Data from TEDS-M show wide range of MCK 

and MPCK among future teachers. 
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Presentation Notes
Error Analysis (illustrated here) is important tool for improving mathematical literacy of PSTs.Based on feedback from TEDS-M, Taiwan, Russia, and Thailand are over-achieving with respect to Human Development Index and US, Norway, and Chile as under-achieving.Thailand university faculty in mathematics and education have collaborated to create courses aimed at developing Mathematical Pedagogical Content Knowledge (MPCK).Taiwan has added MPCK items to its teacher licensure exam.

http://www.iea.nl/teds-m.html


Pedagogical Preparation 
• Need stronger connections between university 

faculty and Master Teachers to support PSTs. 
• PSTs need knowledge of community and culture in 

order to better connect students with 
mathematics. 

• PSTs often see mathematical knowledge as certain 
and externally imposed while pedagogy is to them 
atheoretical.   
• How can teacher preparation coursework help bring 

each of these views into alignment with current theories 
of knowledge construction & learning as reliant on 
social interaction? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If time, allow for table discussion about the last bullet.



Pedagogical Preparation 
Examples 
• Olive Chapman (Canada) is focusing on 

training PSTs in how to be flexible in their 
problem solving 

• Zal Usiskin (USA) : knowing when to use an 
algorithm 

• Vincent Font (Spain) : student error analysis 
• Rongiin Huang (China): representational 

flexibility 
• Hyunkyoung Yoon (S. Korea):geometric, 

algebraic, & abstract modes of description 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
· PSTs who are math majors feel that they need help with classroom management, not subject-specific content knowledge. They see math knowledge as independent from skills needed for teaching - MUST BRIDGE THIS DISCONNECT.· We expect PSTs to become teachers who focus on students' thinking BUT they themselves have not had the experience of being asked to share their thinking in the service of learning mathematics.  Use of video allows PSTs more time to review children's thinking and consider the mathematical understanding and how this informs instructional decisions. Pre- and post-video explanations and reflections is a research-supported intervention for PST preparation.



Wide Variety of Models 

Countries vary widely: 
• Math content course hours required (esp. for 

gr. 1 – 8) 
• Level of math content required 
• When PSTs begin classroom fieldwork and how 

long the fieldwork lasts 
• Ability vs. Effort 



Other Observations 

• Relative to higher performing countries, U.S. 
teacher candidates have weaker academic 
outcomes. 
• Reflects status of teaching profession. 

• Influence of “Confucian Heritage Culture” 
(CHC). 

• Preparation of teachers for work with 
historically underserved students is not 
common outside the U.S. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Breaking the Cycle report (p. 23): "For example, if Taiwan and Singapore were to draw their future elementary teachers from the middle of their distributions (the 50th percentile) as represented by the eighth grade TIMSS 2003 results, this would correspond to the U.S.’s having to draw its future elementary teachers from above the 75th percentile –actually closer to the 85th – 90th percentile – to be comparable in their entry level knowledge of mathematics (see Display 6). The pool from which future elementary teachers are drawn in those three countries is radically different, and those differences may well account for the differences at the end of teacher preparation, more so than the differences among the countries in terms of their teacher preparation requirements and the actual course taking.“Strong belief in CHC counties that "everyone is educable" and "differences in intelligence do not inhibit one's educability." This means that effort is valued over perceived ability.  There is a societal expectation that all students will learn mathematics even when it's difficult."Western societies may have gone too far in their attempt to care for the individual."Specific characteristics of learningExamination culture - exam perceived as fair means of differentiating between more and less ableBelief in effort - one should persevere, persist in order to succeed; not concerned with enjoymentIt is often seen that the persistence to complete a task is more important than the outcomeKinjiro Ninomiya (1787-1856) worked hard to learn while at the same time helping his parents/grandparents - statue of Ninomiya is seen in many schoolsStress on Memorization and Practice - The idea is that skill development comes first - repetition not necessarily rote learning - and then reflection and creativity.  Reflection - "Seeking knowledge without reflection is labour lost; reflection without seeking knowledge is perilous."Chinese, Korean, Japanese languages have strong relationship to base-ten place value Hindu-Arabic numeration system



Implications and Discussion 

• How should USA modify PST preparation to 
improve student achievement and/or 
TIMMS/PISA results? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increase # math content hrs. required for PSTs in grades 1 – 8Train math content professors to model math education “Best Practices” (maybe co-teaching between math and math education faculty)Regular communication among math content professors, pedagogy professors, master teachers, & in-service professional development providersSince the highest PISA/TIMMS countries are moving toward western style of education, should we do more teaching to the PISA/TIMMS tests?
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